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[ Tonic Frog: You can use your technique cards for this game. Randomly match up a letter card in front of an exercise card. (the letter card is the “Tonic frog” and the exercise
card is the lily pad). Hop the letter card off the exercise card to reveal the exercise and
play it in that key!
[ I
Technique: Everyone should have received an “I Heart Technique” baggy around
Valentine’s Day. It contains hearts with all 7 white keys, all technique exercises and major/
minor qualities written on them.. All you have to do is pick a letter, an exercise and a quality,
then play! You can do this with dice as well., you’ll need 3 (letter, exercises and qualities)
Foam cubes from the dollar store work GREAT as inexpensive dice. I have plenty at the
studio if you need some! *Since there are only 6 sides on a dice and 7 white keys, I make
a “bonus” side that has G&A on the same side.
[ Happy/Sad Piggy Scales: In the studio, we have pigs that we use to stand on penta
scales. You can use anything from pennies to erasers, etc.. You’ll need your foam dice
again. Roll a letter, then make a “piggy scale” on the keyboard of the MAJOR penta scale
you just rolled. Then lower the 3rd scale degree (3rd key of the scale) and you have the
minor scale! Now play it!
[ Rollin’ Technique: Quess what? You need your dice again! This is the dice version of “I
Heart Technique”.. see above..
[ Rollin’ Safari:: Yup, dice again. This time, make a dice that has all 7 Piano Safari exercises on them. Again, you’ll have to leave one off, make 2 dice and double up on some exercises or double up with 2 exercises on one side to fit them all on one dice.
[ Keyboard Races: For this game, you’ll need a game piece (something like you used for
“Piggy Scales”) for each player. Start at one end of the piano and see who can get to the
other side first. Use a dice for intervals, white and/or black hey names, triads.. the sky’s
the limit! Let me know if you need more help with specific details! The kids also know these
games pretty well and I’m sure they would be happy to tell you what you’re doing wrong ;)
Happy learning!!!

Also check out:
www.pianimation.com/teacher-resources/resource-guide
For even more fun!!

